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Let S be a set; let ϕ be a mapping which associates any x of S an 
element ϕ(x) of S, the ϕ-image of x. 

A mapping ϕ from S into S is similar (ähnlich) if it is one-to-one.

Dedekind extends the notion of similarity to the set itself: if ϕ, from S 
to S, is similar, then ϕ(S) and S are said to be similar.



A system S, ϕ is Dedekind-infinite iff:

1. The mapping ϕ (from S to S) is similar

2. There is an element a in S such that a is not in ϕ(S). 
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Dedekind, Zahlen, §66

My own realm of thoughts [Gedankenwelt], i.e., the totality S of all 
things, which can be objects of my thought, is infinite. For if s signifies 
an element of S, then is the thought s’, that s can be object of my 
thought, itself an element of S.  If we regard this as transform φ(s) of 
the element s then has the transformation φ of S, thus determined, the 
property that the transform S’ is part of S; and S’ is certainly proper 
part of S, because there are elements in S (e.g., my own ego) which are 
different from such thought s’ and therefore are not contained in S’. 
Finally it is clear that if a, b are different elements of S, their transform 
a’, b’ are also different, that therefore the transformation φ is a distinct 
(similar) transformation. Hence S is infinite, which was to be proved.  



• S = the totality of things that can be object of my thought

• Φ(x) = x is an object of my thought. Φ is similar.

• a = my own ego. My own ego can be an object of my thought, but it is
not a thought of the form Φ(x). Thus, aS but a Φ(S)

===> S is Dedekind-infinite



Josiah Royce (1855–1916) was the leading American proponent of 
absolute idealism, the metaphysical view (also maintained by G. 
W. F. Hegel and F. H. Bradley) that all aspects of reality, including 
those we experience as disconnected or contradictory, are 
ultimately unified in the thought of a single all-encompassing 
consciousness. 

Josiah Royce had a friendly and longstanding dispute with W. 
James, and his later philosophy was deeply influenced by Peirce 
semiotics. He is sometimes regarded as a third component of the 
pragmatist trio.  



In the Appendice of the first book of The World and the 
Individual, called The One, the Many, and the Infinite, 
published in 1898, Royce grounds a lengthy and detailed 
critique of Bradley’s book Appearance and Reality.



The dispute essentially concerns the status of mathematical reasoning. 

1. Bradley: absolute idealism is intelligible only if the mathematical 
mode of reasoning is abandoned 

2. Royce: absolute idealism is intelligible, and its main concepts can be 
formulated only by resorting to mathematics.



Royce 1901, 526-527

It is so easy for the philosopher to put on superior airs when he draws near 
to the realm of the mathematician. … The mathematician, one observes, is a 
mere ‘computer.’ His barren Calcul, what can it do for the deeper 
comprehension of truth? Truth is concrete. As a fact, however, these 
superior airs are usually the expression of an unwillingness even to spend as 
much time as one ought to spend over mathematical reading. … The truth is 
indeed concrete. But if alle Theorie is, after all, grau, ... the philosopher, as 
himself a thinker, merely shares with his colleague, the mathematician, the 
fate of having to deal with dead leaves and sections torn or cut from the tree 
of life, in his toilsome effort to make out what the life is. The 
mathematician’s interests are not the philosopher’s. But neither of the two 
has a monopoly of the abstractions; and in the end each of them and 
certainly the philosopher can learn from the other. The metaphysic of the 
future will take fresh account of mathematical research.



The dispute essentially concerns the status of the mathematical 
reasoning. 

1. Bradley: absolute idealism is intelligible only if the mathematical 
mode of reasoning is abandoned 

2. Royce: absolute idealism is intelligible, and its main concepts can be 
formulated only by resorting to mathematics.

3. Russell: mathematics is intelligible only if absolute idealism is 
rejected.



Royce 1901, 527

The foregoing observation as to the parallelism between the structure 
of the number-series and the bare skeleton of the ideal Self, is due, 
then, in its present form, rather to Dedekind than to the idealistic 
philosophers proper. It shall be briefly expounded in the form in which 
he has suggested it to me, although his discussion seems to have been 
written wholly without regard to any general philosophical 
consequences. And the present is the first attempt, so far as I know, to 
bring Dedekind’s research into its proper relation to general 
metaphysical inquiry.



Terminological point:

S, ϕ is Dedekind-infinite = S, ϕ is a self-representative system.

Royce 1899, 510: ‘A system thus defined we may call, for our present 
purposes, an instance of an internally Self-Representative System, or, 
more exactly, of a system precisely represented by a proper fraction or 
portion of itself.’



J. L. Borges, Partial Magic in the Quixote

The inventions of philosophy are no less fantastic than those of art: Josiah 
Royce, in the first volume of his work The World and the Individual (1899), 
has formulated the following: ‘Let us imagine that a portion of the soil of 
England has been levelled off perfectly and that on it a cartographer traces a 
map of England. The job is perfect; there is no detail of the soil of England, 
no matter how minute, that is not registered on the map; everything has 
there its correspondence. This map, in such a case, should contain a map of 
the map, which should contain a map of the map of the map, and so on to 
infinity.’

Why does it disturb us that the map be included in the map and the 
thousand and one nights in the book of the Thousand and One Nights? Why 
does it disturb us that Don Quixote be a reader of the Quixote and Hamlet a 
spectator of Hamlet? I believe I have found the reason: these inversions 
suggest that if the characters of a fictional work can be readers or spectators, 
we, its readers or spectators, can be fictitious. In 1833, Carlyle observed that 
the history of the universe is an infinite sacred book that all men write and 
read and try to understand, and in which they are also written.



What is the connection between self-representative system and 
Absolute Idealism? 



Hegel, Phenomenology of the Mind, Preface, §18

In my view − a view which the developed exposition of the system itself 
can alone justify − everything depends on grasping and expressing the 
ultimate truth not as Substance but as Subject as well. 



CONTEXTUALING

• Spinoza: the ultimate truth is the substance. The thought must try to 
reach the substance, regarded as what is independent, and 
separated, from it

• Kant: the substance is a mere category of the thought. The thought
itself generates the framework of the experience.

===> Kant’s Copernician revolution is still trapped in a dualist
opposition between thought and reality, representation and object. 



CONTEXTUALING

• Spinoza: the ultimate truth is the substance. The thought must try to reach
the substance -- what is independent, and separated, from it

• Kant: the substance is a mere category of the thought. The thought itself
generates the framework of experience.

===> Kant’s Copernician revolution is still trapped in a dualist opposition 
between thought and reality, representation and object. 

THE KEY IDEA: to grasp the Absolute both as a substance and a subject, that
is, as a ‘process of duplicating and setting factors in opposition’, and ‘of 
reinstating self−identity’



Hegel, Phenomenology of the Mind, Preface, §18

The living substance […] is that being which is truly subject, or, what is the 
same thing, is truly realized and actual (wirklich) solely in the process of 
positing itself, or in mediating with its own self its transitions from one 
state or position to the opposite. 
As subject it is pure and simple negativity, and just on that account a process 
of splitting up what is simple and undifferentiated, a process of duplicating 
and setting factors in opposition, which [process] in turn is the negation of 
this indifferent diversity and of the opposition of factors it entails. 
True reality is merely this process of reinstating self−identity, of reflecting 
into its own self in and from its other, and is not an original and primal unity 
as such, not an immediate unity as such. It is the process of its own 
becoming, the circle which presupposes its end as its purpose, and has its 
end for its beginning; it becomes concrete and actual only by being carried 
out, and by the end it involves.
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The Absolute is the process of splitting up what is simple and 
undifferentiated, and of recollecting the two moments in a mediated
unity.

===> Royce: Hegel’s Absolute is a self-representative system: S is the 
original unity, ϕ the moment of the difference, and S, ϕ the 
totalisation. 

There is no longer a gap between the object and the representation –
the representation is a part of the object.



Is Royce’s reading of Dedekind just confused?



Hegel, Phenomenology of the Mind, Introduction, §13

In consciousness there is one element for an other […]. At the same 
time this “other” is to consciousness not merely for it, but also outside 
this relation, or has a being in itself, i.e. there is the moment of truth.  
Thus in what consciousness inside itself declares to be the essence or 
truth we have the standard which itself sets up, and by which we are to 
measure its knowledge. […] The essential fact, however, to be borne in 
mind throughout the whole inquiry is that both these moments, 
notion and object, “being for another” and “being in itself”, 
themselves fall within that knowledge which we are examining. 
Consequently we do not require to bring standards with us, nor to 
apply our fancies and thoughts in the inquiry; and just by our leaving 
these aside we are enabled to treat and discuss the subject as it 
actually is in itself and for itself, as it is in its complete reality.



===> The individual, psychological, Self is a partial 
exemplification of the Ideal Self.   



Russell 1921, 139

The main error consists in assuming that there is an idea of every object.  … 
We are then to suppose that, starting (say) with Socrates, there is the idea of 
Socrates, and then the idea of the idea of Socrates, and so on ad inf. Now it 
is plain that this is not the case in the sense that all these ideas have actual 
empirical existence in people’s minds. Beyond the third or fourth stage they 
become mythical. If the argument is to be upheld, the “ideas” intended must 
be Platonic ideas laid up in heaven, for certainly they are not on earth.

Ferreiros, 2000, 217

It seems that, in Dedekind’s view, numbers are not made by God, but by 
men, mathematics has nothing to do with a world of essences or a Platonic 
heaven, it is a free creation of the human mind.



The Greek motto of Zahlen: « man eternally arithmetizes »  

Letter to Weber 24/01/1888

We are a divine race and undoubtedly possess creative power, not merely in 
material things (railways, telegraphs) but especially in things of the mind.

Dedekind’s Nachlass (Ewald 837)

Of all the aids which the human mind has yet created to simplify its life—that 
is, to simplify the work in which thinking consists—none is so momentous 
and so inseparably bound up with the mind’s most inward nature as the 
concept of number. Arithmetic, whose sole object is this concept, is already 
a science of immeasurable breadth, and there can be no doubt that there 
are absolutely no limits to its further development; and the domain of its 
application is equally immeasurable, for every thinking man, even if he does 
not clearly realize it, is a man of numbers, an arithmetician.



Lotze, Metaphysics, III, 271

Obviously, on this view, any condition of feeling or any series of 
referring activities, directed in the way of comparison or judgment to 
different contents of given ideas, may become in its turn a new 
stimulus to the soul, an object of a still higher reflexion; but it would be 
mere trifling to reckon up reactions of a third and fourth order, unless a 
detailed psychology, for which this is no place, had succeeded in 
pointing out distinctly in internal observation the processes which 
would justify us in assuming this ascending scale of orders. And for the 
purposes of metaphysic such a course would bring us no further than 
we are brought already by the recognition, once for all, that the soul is 
in no case a mere arena for the contentions of its internal states, but 
the living soil, which, in each instantaneous creation that it brings into 
being, has produced at the same time new conditions for the 
generation of still higher forms.
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Royce: a mistaken view of 
Dedekind’s Zahlen?  
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Dedekind: a mistaken view of 
Hegel’s theory of the Absolute? 


